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CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT IN THE ARCTIC
The Early Years
The earliest Co-operatives in the Arctic were incorporated in the late 1950s and early 1960s and, in many
communities, were the first locally-owned businesses in the Arctic. In those days, local Co-ops had strong ties to
traditional ways of life. Arts and crafts production, fur harvesting, and commercial fisheries are some examples of
cultural activities that were the motivation behind the development of the first Co-ops. These businesses played an
important role in community development, as people began settling in communities where services were readily
available. These local Co-operatives were the first Member-controlled enterprises in the North. Co-op values of self-
help, equality, and solidarity, aligned well with cultural values of the people, and early leaders shared a common
hope and vision to bring social and economic advancement for the community. It was these Co-op Members who
understood the power of combining resources, sharing knowledge, and working together. 

OUR VISION
People working together to improve their social and economic well-being. We pursue this vision through
democratically controlled co-operative businesses that operate on the values of fairness, equality, self-responsibility,
and mutual self-help. Co-operatives believe in the ethical values of honesty, openness, social responsibility and
caring for others.

OUR MISSION
To provide service to, and enable co-operation among, the multi-purpose Co-operative businesses in Canada's
north. We do this by providing leadership and expertise to develop and safeguard the ownership participation of our
Member-Owners in the business and commerce of their community, to assure control over their own destiny.

FIRST FEDERATION - CANADIAN ARCTIC PRODUCERS
Canadian Arctic Producers (CAP) was the first federation of the Co-op System, established in 1965, in Ottawa, ON.
CAP was incorporated by 12 art producer Co-ops, together with the Government of Canada, with the purpose of
marketing traditional Inuit art. 

In 1979, Canadian Arctic Producers restructured as a Co-operative and was renamed Canadian Arctic Producers Co-
operative Limited (CAPCL). As the art marketing arm of Arctic Co-ops, CAP is owned and operated by Member Co-
operatives in Nunavut, the Northwest Territories and Yukon. Profits from the sale of Member-produced art are
returned to Co-op Members. Member-produced sculptures are created by hand using locally sourced stone. The
community of origin of an art piece is often identifiable by the type and appearance of the stone. Sculpture themes
cover a wide range, including animals and other characters, which reflect life in the Arctic, as well as folklore like
shamanism and spirits. While some modern-day artists use power tools to create beautiful sculptures, others work
with hand tools like files, chisels, and saws. 

Today, CAP continues to promote stone sculptures and other art forms including jewellery, moccasins, wall hangings
and limited-edition prints. CAP partners with clients to create exhibitions, promoting Inuit art in their communities.
Strengthening relationships within the global community of Inuit art galleries, promoters, and enthusiasts plays an
important role in the worldwide recognition of Inuit art today.
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STRONGER TOGETHER
In February 1972, delegates representing 26 Co-ops of the Northwest Territories met in Churchill, MB to consider the
advantages of working together through a Co-operative Service Federation. Fifty years ago, these Co-ops shared a
deep sense of pride of ownership in their community-owned and controlled businesses. Not only were they proud of
owing their businesses, but they also took pride in providing valuable services to the community, while actively
participating in setting policies and making decisions to influence the direction and success of their businesses.
Members understood that through cooperation, they would accomplish more – they knew they would be stronger
together. 

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC ADVANCEMENT
For the People by the People
Enduring for decades in the face of harsh environmental conditions, isolation, limited access to modern technology
and services, today, Co-ops the Arctic are thriving businesses, owned by the people who rely on them. Co-ops are
the heart of the communities they serve, reflecting similar values and spirit of cooperation of the First Nations, Inuit,
and Métis ways of life. 

Co-ops in the Arctic provide access to essential services, employment and training opportunities and engage their
Members in leading important social programs. Co-ops are built by people who join voluntarily for social and
economic advancement. Co-ops are community builders giving ordinary people control over their own progress, while
creating an important sense of belonging for the people. This voluntary joining together reflects the Co-operative
Principle of Voluntary and Open Membership, which simply means Co-ops do not discriminate and anyone can join.

ARCTIC CO-OPERATIVES LIMITED
The Beginning
Arctic Co-operatives Limited (Arctic Co-ops) is a Co-operative Service Federation established by its Member Co-ops
to address the need for services in purchasing, transportation, marketing, education and training, accounting,
operations, and management support. 

Initially incorporated on February 22, 1972, as Canadian Arctic Co-operative Federation Limited (CACFL), the main
objective of the CACFL was to establish and support purchasing services for its Member Co-ops. Most Co-ops
throughout the territories operated retail stores and needed a supply network and help to navigate the numerous
logistical challenges of supplying remote Arctic communities. A small operating grant was awarded by the
Government of the Northwest Territories to help cover initial expenses, and CACFL offices were opened in
Yellowknife, NT.  
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THE LEAN YEARS
Considering the wide-ranging scope of its activities, the Service Federation was severely under-financed, and faced
many hardships in the first years – to the point of near-collapse and closure. The Federation endured three
consecutive years of major losses from 1982-1984, ending the year in a negative equity position. The economic
recession was a devastating blow to the art market, and in addition, international market prices for fur had collapsed.
At the same time, double-digit interest rates were on the rise. Through these lean years of the early 1980s, Member
support was steadfast as the Co-op Movement entered a new phase of growth and advancement. At the 1985
Annual General Meeting held in spring, delegates challenged the Federation to reduce costs and regain profitability.
The delegation approved a resolution to consolidate the operations to one central location. Buildings owned by the
Co-op System in Yellowknife, NT, and Ottawa, ON were sold, and operations were relocated to a more central
location, Winnipeg, MB, in the summer of that same year. 

THE AMALGAMATION
In 1981, Arctic Co-operatives Limited (known then as ACL) incorporated to manage the amalgamation of Canadian
Arctic Co-operative Federation Limited (CACFL) and Canadian Arctic Producers Co-operative Limited (CAPCL).
Upon formal completion of the amalgamation in 1982, Arctic Co-operatives Limited became the sole Service
Federation of the Co-op System. Operations included a large purchasing division, with offices and warehouses in
Yellowknife, NT and Churchill, MB, a full-service audit and member accounting department, a comprehensive
management and Board member training program, five Northern Images stores, a garment manufacturing plant, a
wholesale art marketing network serving international markets, and management advisory services. 

MEMBERSHIP IS OWNERSHIP
Patronage Explained
Members who support the Co-op by using its services are the ones who directly influence how profitable the Co-op
is. And, because membership is ownership, by simply shopping at the Co-op, Members become part of the Co-op
economy, and take charge of its success. Whether shopping at the Co-op, using Co-op services, or staying at Inns
North hotels, Members invest in their businesses to ensure ongoing profitability. Members’ Economic Participation is
a Co-op Principle which, simply stated, means Members who support the Co-op invest in their business every time
they shop. 

The Co-op Principle, Democratic Member Control reflects another unique aspect of Co-operative enterprise. Through
the election of Directors, Members decide who leads their Co-op and how it is run. Members have the right to vote,
giving them a voice to be heard, and the ability to influence how profits are used. If the Co-op has net savings at the
end of the year and the Co-op Board agrees that all business needs have been met, the Board can assess a portion
of the profits to be returned to Members. This portion, returned to those who contributed to the profits, is known as a
patronage dividend. In the last 20 years alone (2002-2021) Member Co-ops have received $121,550,000 in
patronage dividends from Arctic Co-ops, and individual Member-Owners of community Co-ops have received an
astounding $179,172,411!
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THE CO-OP SYSTEM IN THE ARCTIC
The following 32 Co-operatives represent the Co-operative Movement of Nunavut, the Northwest Territories and
Yukon. The Co-ops are Owner-Members of Arctic Co-operatives Limited and Arctic Co-operative Development Fund:

Fort Good Hope Co-operative Limited                                  
Great Bear Co-operative Association Limited                        
Grise Fiord Inuit Co-operative Limited                                 
Hall Beach Eskimo Co-operative Association Limited           
Holman Eskimo Co-operative Limited                                   
Igloolik Co-operative Limited                                                
Ikahuk Co-operative Limited                                               
Ikaluktutiak Co-operative Limited                                         
Issatik Co-operative Limited                                                 
Kapami Co-operative Association Limited                           
Katudgevik Co-operative Association Limited                    
Kimik Co-operative Association Limited                              
Kissarvik Co-operative Association Limited                        
Koomiut Co-operative Association Limited                           
Kugluktuk Co-operative Limited                                            
Lutsel K’e Co-operative Limited                                           
Mitiq Co-operative Association Limited                              
Naujat Co-operative Limited                                                
Old Crow Retail Co-operative Limited                                  
Padlei Co-operative Association Limited                             
Paleajook Eskimo Co-operative Limited                                
Pangnirtung Eskimo Co-operative Limited                           
Pitsiulak Co-operative Association Limited                           
Qikiqtaq Co-operative Association Limited                           
Sanavik Co-operative Association Limited                            
Taqqut Co-operative Limited                                               
Tetlit Service Co-operative Limited                                       
Tununiq-Sauniq Co-operative Limited                                  
Tudjaat Co-operative Limited                                                
Tulugak Co-operative Society Limited                                  
West Baffin Eskimo Co-operative Limited                            
Yellowknife Direct Charge Co-operative Limited                  

Fort Good Hope, NT 
Deline, NT 
Grise Fiord, NU 
Sanirajak, NU 
Ulukhaktok, NT 
Igloolik, NU 
Sachs Harbour, NT 
Cambridge Bay, NU 
Whale Cove, NU 
Colville Lake, NT 
Coral Harbour, NU 
Kimmirut, NU 
Rankin Inlet, NU 
Kugaaruk, NU 
Kugluktuk, NU 
Lutsel K’e, NT 
Sanikiluaq, NU
Naujaat, NU 
Old Crow, YT 
Arviat, NU 
Taloyoak, NU 
Pangnirtung, NU 
Chesterfield Inlet, NU 
Gjoa Haven, NU 
Baker Lake, NU 
Arctic Bay, NU 
Fort McPherson, NT 
Pond Inlet, NU 
Resolute Bay, NU 
Qikiqtarjuaq, NU 
Kinngait, NU 
Yellowknife, NT 
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ARCTIC CO-OPS
What We Do
The role of the Federation is to provides support services and help guide Member Co-op processes to ensure
sustainable operations. Support divisions of Arctic Co-ops include Merchandising & Logistics, Human Resources,
Operations, Finance, Innovation & Infrastructure, Stakeholder Relations, and Corporate Services.   

What we do is best described by our Mission, which is to provide service to, and enable cooperation among, the
multi-purpose Co-operative businesses in Canada’s north. We do this by providing leadership and expertise to
develop and protect the ownership participation of our Member-Owners in their local Co-op businesses. 

ARCTIC CO-OPS
Who We Are
Arctic Co-ops is a Co-operative Service Federation, which is 100%-owned and democratically controlled by its
Members: 32 autonomous, multi-purpose Co-operatives in Nunavut, the Northwest Territories and Yukon. These
local businesses offer a range of services to their Members and their communities, including retail stores, hotels,
restaurants, cable television, arts and crafts marketing, fuel distribution, construction and heavy equipment services
and property rentals. 

ARCTIC CO-OPS
How We Do It
Receiving our direction from Member Co-ops at the Annual General Meeting, and at the direction of the elected
Board of Directors, we develop the organization’s overall strategic plan. Through this democratic process, Home
Office staff at all levels, and across all divisions and departments, are actively engaged in serving the membership, to
fulfill a common purpose and achieve Co-operative goals. 

OUR VALUES
RELATIONSHIPS: Develop relationships and work in collaboration with all stakeholders. 
ACCOUNTABILITY: Promote and enhance the accountability in ourselves and our teams. 
DEVELOPMENT: Coach/develop staff to take on greater responsibilities and contribute to their full potential. 
DIVERSITY: Understand, recognize, and utilize the diverse and unique talents of employees and potential
employees. 
SERVICE & SUPPORT: Demonstrate and promote a sincere desire to provide service and support to our Members
and customers.

OUR CULTURE STATEMENT
The Arctic Co-ops Home Office team Culture Statement is at the heart of our daily work, guiding us to thrive together
for the benefit of our Member Co-ops: 

An empowered, engaged, and inclusive environment, where employees
are encouraged, supported, and recognized through a strong sense of
team spirit, unity and fun. 
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CREATING CO-OPERATIVE ADVANTAGE
The Co-op model thrives on Co-operative values and seven guiding Co-operative principles to achieve success.
Unlike traditional business models, Co-operatives share a common vision of people working together to improve their
overall well-being. Co-op values are foundational to business practices, and include caring for others, fairness,
equality, and solidarity. The Co-operative advantage is about giving everyday people opportunities to improve
community well-being and prosperity. Support services offered to Members through their Co-operative Service
Federation help Member Co-ops to achieve their business, social and other goals.      

RECOGNITION

Manitoba Top Employer for six consecutive years (2017-2022) 
Kincentric Best Employer in Canada for two consecutive years (2019 and 2020)
2017 Excellence in Leadership – Manitoba Tourism Education Council (MTEC)

In recent years, Arctic Co-ops Home Office has been recognized as a top employer, both provincially and nationally.
Accolades include:
 

THE CO-OPERATIVE FUND
Its History and Function
Originally incorporated in 1986 as the NWT Co-operative Business Development Fund (CBDF), the financial arm of
the Co-operative System in the Arctic is known today as the Arctic Co-operative Development Fund (ACDF).

Formed in response to ongoing financial challenges in raising sufficient capital to service the needs of its Members,
federal and territorial governments provided seed funding to incorporate a financial arm for the Co-operative System.
The NWT Co-operative Business Development Fund was established to receive a capital contribution from the two
governments, to provide loans and other financial support to Co-operatives in the Northwest Territories.

Structured as a Co-operative, the Fund is owned and controlled by its Members, and its primary function is to provide
loans. According to loan repayment terms, Member Co-operatives pay a percentage surcharge, which is converted to
share equity in the Fund. This allows the Fund to operate as a revolving source of financing, giving Members access
to funds, to advance their business interests. The combined total patronage payments made by the Fund to its
Member Co-ops in the last 20 years (2002-2021) is $23,864,694. Membership is ownership and owners share profits
– it’s the Co-op way!
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ALLIANCES AND SUBSIDIARIES
Nunavut Sealink and Supply
Providing freight services to Co-op communities in the Arctic is a key service offering of the Federation. Nunavut
Sealink and Supply Incorporated (NSSI) was established in 2000 and is owned by Arctic Co-operatives Limited,
Sakku Investments Corporation, Qikiqtaaluk Corporation, Kitikmeot Corporation and Desgagnés Transarctik Inc.
Services include warehousing, maritime packaging, transportation, and cargo insurance. NSSI serves a wide variety
of clients with community cargo, government infrastructure projects, and in the mining and resource sector.
The 32 Co-ops are owned by its Members who, collectively, are the largest single shareholder of NSSI. As reflected
by the Co-op Principle, Cooperation Among Co-operatives, Co-ops work together to build a strong Co-op economy,
to the benefit of its Members. Through this partnership, Members access competitive shipping rates, while
maintaining greater control and influence over their cargo services. Profits from the business are returned to Member
Co-ops in the form of patronage payments. 

IQALUIT REGIONAL OFFICE
Iqaluit Gas Bar and Convenience Store
Operating under the Iqaluit Regional Office, the Gas Bar and Convenience Store offers fuel service and a range of
convenience products.     

Eastern Arctic Television (EATV)
Eastern Arctic Television is a holding company established to support Member Co-ops in developing cable service
offerings throughout the Arctic. Eastern Arctic Television (EATV)  provides cable TV service and programming to the
residents of Iqaluit, while also supporting cable advertising across the territories.

Tittaq Office Products
Acquired in 2009, Tittaq Limited was viewed as a good fit with the Co-op System’s primary business of retail and
enhanced the presence of the Co-op System in Iqaluit. Branded as Tittaq Office Products, it has been providing
office supplies direct to Member Co-ops and other customers in the region for the past 13 years. 

Arctic Ventures Marketplace
Arctic Ventures 2000 was purchased in 2012 and is owned by the Co-op System. Rebranded as Arctic Ventures
Marketplace, the expansive general store comprises 17,000 square feet of retail space, serving the shopping needs
of the community. Offerings include grocery, housewares, clothing, furniture, books, and media. This acquisition has
brought positive impacts to the community and the Co-op System, including improved services to residents and
expanded purchasing power, for both merchandise and cargo transportation.
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Arctic Co-ops and Chrono Aviation Join Forces Expanding
Charter Service Opportunities    
In early 2020, Arctic Co-ops entered into a partnership agreement, investing in Chrono Aviation. Since 2019, Arctic
Co-ops has been the prime contractor for jet aviation services for Baffinland Iron Mines (BIM), with Chrono serving as
a subcontractor. Chosen as the service provider to meet the unique needs of BIM’s Mary River Project, collaboration
with Chrono revealed common values and a mutual interest in providing top-notch service to its key client. This
investment by Arctic Co-ops strengthens our relationship and is an example of collective Co-op capacity, allowing for
the strategic expansion of its aviation charter business, to the advantage of our Members.

INNS NORTH HOTELS
Travellers from around the globe venture northward to experience the scenic beauty and warm hospitality of the
people of the Arctic. With locations throughout Nunavut and the Northwest Territories, the Co-op System operates
Member-owned hotels, many under the Inns North banner.

Padlei Inns North                                                                 
Iglu Inns North                                                                     
Nunamiut Lodge*                                                                  
Arctic Islands Lodge                                                       
Tangmavik Inn North                                                    
Katudgevik Inns North                                                         
Amundsen Inns North                                                           
Grise Fjord Lodge*                                                               
Hall Beach Inns North                                                  
Igloolik Inns North                                                          
Kimik Hotel*                                                                    
Inukshuk Inns North                                                           
Naujat Inns North                                                                
Auyuittuq Lodge by Inns North                                          
Sauniq Inns North                                                          
Tulugak Inns North                                                             
Turaarvik Inns North                                                              
Siniktarvik Hotel & Conference Centre by Inns North        
Amaulik Inns North Hotel                                                  
Tavanni Inns North                                                              
Peel River Inns North                                                             
Arctic Char Inn by Inns North                                              

Arviat, NU
Baker Lake, NU
Baker Lake, NU
Cambridge Bay, NU
Chesterfield Inlet, NU
Coral Harbor, NU
Gjoa Haven, NU
Grise Fiord, NU
Sanirajak, NU
Igloolik, NU
Kimmirut, NU
Kugaaruk, NU
Naujaat, NU
Pangnirtung, NU
Pond Inlet, NU
Qikiqtarjuaq, NU
Rankin Inlet, NU
Rankin Inlet, NU
Sanikiluaq, NU
Whale Cove, NU
Fort McPherson, NT
Ulukhaktok, NT

*Affiliated



LEADERS AND PARTNERS IN COMMUNITY IMPACT
Nutrition North Canada Program Improves 
Accessibility of Healthy Food Choices
Launched in 2011 by the federal government, Nutrition North Canada (NNC) is a retail subsidy program designed to
promote healthy food choices in remote Arctic communities. Arctic Co-ops plays a key leadership role, collaborating
with government, various stakeholder groups and transportation service providers. As a registered retailer under the
program, Arctic Co-ops receives freight subsidies for nutritious, perishable food items such as milk, eggs, vegetables,
and fruits, which improves accessibility of nutritious, healthy food choices, and passes the subsidy on to Members
and customers.

Strategic Training of Arctic Technicians Builds Community
Capacity
In 2012, through the Government of Canada’s Skills and Partnership Fund (SPF), the Co-op System received close
to $3.7 million in support of its Strategy for Training Arctic Technicians (STAT). Creating learning and advancement
opportunities for Co-op employees, 882 certifications were awarded to over 400 trainees. Certifications under the
program included: Cable Technician, Refrigeration, Class 3 and Class 1 Licensing with Air Brake Endorsement,
Plumbing 101, Transportation of Dangerous Goods (TDG), Small Engine Repair, Safe Food Handling, Commercial
Cooking and First Aid with Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation. Reflecting the Co-operative Principle, Education,
Training, and Information, people were given opportunities to overcome barriers to employment, take on positions of
greater responsibility, and become role models and leaders in the community. 

FNBC Banking Centres Enhance Financial Literacy
Opportunities in Co-op Communities   
In the mid-2000s, the Co-op System began a partnership with First Nations Bank of Canada (FNBC) to bring banking
services to Co-ops communities in the territories, which ultimately saw the Co-op System take an important
ownership stake in FNBC. Through this joint initiative, a range of financial services are available to Members in the
communities of Baker Lake, NU, Pond Inlet, NU, Kugluktuk, NU, Arviat, NU, Pangnirtung, NU and Fort McPherson,
NT. With FNBC, community residents have access to essential financial services, creating opportunities to improve
financial literacy, while gaining greater control of their economic future.   
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CO-OPS AND THE ENVIRONMENT
As leaders in social responsibility, the Co-op System engages its Members and builds strategic partnerships to
minimize environmental impact in our communities and for our world.        

Aluminum Can Recycling Program
In 2011 Arctic Co-ops launched the Co-op System’s Aluminum Can Recycling Program in Nunavut, in partnership
with The Co-operators and Nunavut Sealink and Supply Inc. The success of the program is owed to the collaborative
efforts of Member Co-ops and community groups, working together to protect the environment. Co-ops help organize
local community groups who collect aluminum cans and fill shipping containers for recycling. Community
organizations are awarded $1,500 for every filled sea container, creating win-win solutions for the community. The
Co-op System owns its own container fleet, Nunavut Sealink and Supply Inc., which transports the recycling
containers, as a vital contribution to the success of the program. In the last 10 years since the program was
introduced, over 5.6 million cans (est.) have been recycled and diverted from community landfill sites across
Nunavut.

Tundra Take Back Program
The Co-op System partnered with Summerhill Impact in 2014 in support of the “Tundra Take Back” pilot project,
whose mandate was to depollute and recycle end-of-life vehicles in the Arctic. Vehicles containing toxic pollutants
were crowding landfill sites and creating hazards to the environment and the health of the community. Tundra Take
Back removed vehicles and contaminants from Arviat, NU and Gjoa Haven, NU, resulting in long-term environmental
benefits, including pollution prevention and protection of water and soil quality. Through the program, 65 cars were
crushed and transported for recycling, and residents learned how to safely depollute end-of-life vehicles. 

Co-op Response to Water Crisis in Iqaluit Supports
Kamatsiaqtut Helpline and REACH Iqaluit 
When the people of Iqaluit were faced with a potable water crisis in fall of 2021, Arctic Co-ops responded by
temporarily expanding its existing Aluminum Can Recycling Program to include the collection of plastic water bottles.
Arctic Co-ops, together with its sealift partner, Nunavut Sealink and Supply, and its sponsors the Qikiqtani Inuit
Association, Baffinland Iron Mines, Nunavut Airport Services and Qikiqtaaluk Environmental donated $1,500 for
every filled sea container to the Kamatsiaqtut Helpline and REACH Iqaluit. This partnership reflects the Co-operative
Principle, Concern for Community, through which Co-ops work together demonstrating concern for people and the
environment. 
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THE CO-OPERATIVE LEGACY
Honouring Those Who Paved the Way
Arctic Co-ops was built on the legacy of its founding mothers and fathers – and all those who came before us with a
vision for social and economic advancement and a better quality of life for the people of the Arctic. The Co-op
Principle, Autonomy, and Independence, simply means Co-ops are not controlled by a corporation, they are
community-based and locally governed. The founding leaders established Co-ops because they did not want people
from outside of their communities to provide services – they wanted to build their own businesses, maintaining their
independence, and retaining wealth in their communities, to ensure their businesses met their own needs. 

Today, this legacy continues with Arctic Co-ops representing the interests of 32 thriving Member Co-operatives. Each
of these Co-ops represents a combined membership of over 21,000 strong, and collectively employs over 1,000
people across the Northwest Territories, Nunavut and Yukon. 

CHEERS TO THE NEXT 50 YEARS!
With our focus on the future and with a nod to our past, we acknowledge just how much has been accomplished by
working together. We further acknowledge our collective responsibility to preserve the legacy of those who came
before us – challenging ourselves to find new ways to engage the youth in our communities. Sharing knowledge and
experience helps to build bridges between early Co-op leaders and future Co-op champions – while honouring our
proud Co-operative heritage. At the heart of it all is a spirit of cooperation, shared by the people who help themselves
and each other to build stronger communities and a brighter future.  

Those who began the Co-op Movement in the Arctic paved our path and held a very clear vision of what they hoped
to accomplish. From modest beginnings, this vision reached far beyond anything they could ever have imagined.
Building upon the enduring history of cooperation, which began 50 years ago, starts at the local Co-op. Whether it's
shopping at your community Co-op, or getting involved with your local Co-op Board, or supporting Co-op programs
and partnerships – it starts with you! 
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CO-OP CHRONOLOGY
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1959
West Baffin Eskimo
Co-operative
Limited is formed.19551960

Grise Fiord,
Kugluktuk &
Tudjaat Co-op are
formed.

1961
Holman Eskimo
& Ikaluktutiak
Co-op are
formed.

1963
Igloolik & Great
Bear Co-op are
formed.

1965
Canadian Arctic
Producers (CAP)
incorporated as a
limited company.

1966
Koomiut & Qikiqtaq 
 Co-op are formed. 

1970
Issatik, Katudgevik &
Paleajook Co-op are
formed. 

1971
Ikahuk, Padlei,
Pitsiulak & Sanavik
Co-op are formed.

1972
On February 22, Canadian Arctic
Co-operative Federation Limited
(CACFL) is established.

Tetlit Service Co-op is formed.  

1973
The first Northern Images store opens
in Yellowknife, NT to market
Indigenous arts and crafts. 

Hall Beach, Kimik, Lutsel K'e &
Tulugak Co-op are formed.  

1968
Kapami, Kissarvik,
Mitiq, Naujat,
Pangnirtung & Tununiq
Sauniq Co-op are 
 formed

1979
Canadian Arctic Producers
restructures as a Co-operative and
is renamed as Canadian Arctic
Producers Co-operative Limited
(CAPCL). 

1981
Arctic Co-operatives Limited incorporates to
manage the amalgamation of Canadian Arctic
Co-operative Federation Limited & Canadian
Arctic Producers Co-operative Limited.

1982
The formal amalgamation of
CACFL/CAPCL/Arctic Co-ops is completed
and Arctic Co-operatives Limited becomes
the sole Service Federation of the Co-
operatives of the Arctic. 

1985
The service offices of Arctic Co-
operatives Limited relocate from
Yellowknife, NT and Ottawa, ON to
Winnipeg, MB. 

1986
Northwest Territories Cooperative Business
Development Fund (CBDF) incorporates as
the financial arm of the Service Federation. 

1990
Taqqut Co-op is
formed.

1997
Fort Good Hope
Co-op is formed. 

1999
Northwest Territories Cooperative Business Development Fund
is renamed as Arctic Co-operative Development Fund (ACDF). 

On April 1st, the territory of Nunavut is established. 

2000
Nunavut Sealink and
Supply Inc. is
established in April. 

2003
Bylaws of Arctic Co-operative Development
Fund are amended to reflect that the Board of
Directors of Arctic Co-operatives Limited would
serve as the Board of Directors of ACDF. 

2004
The office of Arctic Co-operative
Development Fund consolidates with the
Winnipeg service office of Arctic 
Co-operatives Limited. 

2008
As a historic first, a commercial ship, the MV Camilla Desgagnés,
operated by Desgagnés Transarctik Inc., travels through the Northwest
Passage to Nunavut, delivering supplies from Montreal to Co-op
communities in Taloyoak, Kugluktuk, Gjoa Haven & Cambridge Bay. 

2009
In recognition of Co-operative contributions to the social and economic development
of communities around the world, the United Nations General Assembly adopts a
resolution proclaiming 2012 the International Year of Co-operatives (IYC).

The Co-op System purchases Tittaq Limited, known today as Tittaq Office Products. 

2011
Replacing the former Food Mail Program, the federal government launches Nutrition North Canada (NNC), a freight
subsidy program improving accessibility of perishable food items, like milk, eggs, fruits & vegetables, in Arctic
communities.

In partnership with The Co-operators and Nunavut Sealink and Supply Inc. the Co-op System launches an Aluminum
Can Recycling Program in Nunavut. 

2012
Co-ops in the Arctic join more than one billion cooperators across Canada and around the
world in celebration of the United Nations International Year of Co-operatives (IYC).

On February 22, Arctic Co-operatives Limited marks its 40th anniversary. 

The Co-op System receives close to $3.7 million in support of its Strategy for Training
Arctic Technicians (STAT). It also acquires Arctic Ventures 2000, renamed as Arctic
Ventures Marketplace. 

2014
Old Crow Retail Co-operative Limited is formed.  

The first FNBC Community Banking Centre® in the Co-op System opens in March, at the Sanavik Co-op in Baker
Lake, NU.

Arctic Co-operatives Limited adopts a new corporate visual identity, highlighting the Federation as a Co-operative,
replacing the former short-form, ACL, with the new short-form, Arctic Co-ops.      

In October, an FNBC Community Banking Centre® opens in Pond Inlet at the Tununiq-Sauniq Co-op.

2015
Canadian Arctic Producers marks
their 50th Anniversary. 

FNBC Community Banking
Centre® opens in Kugluktuk 
Co-op in August.  

2019
FNBC Community Banking
Centres® open in Arviat, NU at the
Padlei Co-op (April), Pangnirtung
Co-op (November), and Tetlit Co-op
in Fort McPherson (December). 

2022
On February 22, 2022, Arctic
Co-operatives Limited marks
its 50th anniversary. 

2020
Arctic Co-ops enters into a partnership
agreement, investing in Chrono Aviation, building
assets to add a Boeing 737 to the Chrono fleet,
and a state-of-the art hangar, maintenance
facility and terminal, in St. Hubert, QC. 

Yellowknife Direct Charge Co-op is formed. 






